Co-regulation analysis of co-expressed modules under cold and pathogen stress conditions in tomato.
A primary mechanism for controlling the development of multicellular organisms is transcriptional regulation, which carried out by transcription factors (TFs) that recognize and bind to their binding sites on promoter region. The distance from translation start site, order, orientation, and spacing between cis elements are key factors in the concentration of active nuclear TFs and transcriptional regulation of target genes. In this study, overrepresented motifs in cold and pathogenesis responsive genes were scanned via Gibbs sampling method, this method is based on detection of overrepresented motifs by means of a stochastic optimization strategy that searches for all possible sets of short DNA segments. Then, identified motifs were checked by TRANSFAC, PLACE and Soft Berry databases in order to identify putative TFs which, interact to the motifs. Several cis/trans regulatory elements were found using these databases. Moreover, cross-talk between cold and pathogenesis responsive genes were confirmed. Statistical analysis was used to determine distribution of identified motifs on promoter region. In addition, co-regulation analysis results, illustrated genes in pathogenesis responsive module are divided into two main groups. Also, promoter region was crunched to six subareas in order to draw the pattern of distribution of motifs in promoter subareas. The result showed the majority of motifs are concentrated on 700 nucleotides upstream of the translational start site (ATG). In contrast, this result isn't true in another group. In other words, there was no difference between total and compartmentalized regions in cold responsive genes.